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Movies and TV episodes sold from iTunes store come with DRM lock which prevents us from freely enjoying those purchased or rented
files on any media players as we like. Therefore, iTunes DRM removal software is needed to help us get DRM removed. But there are so
many iTunes DRM cracker programs in the market claiming to strip DRM from iTunes M4V videos with high quality. It becomes difficult to
choose the best one from tons of the similar programs.
In order to save your time and help you pick up the most proper iTunes DRM remover depending on your own needs, we are here listing
the top 3 best iTunes DRM removal software for Mac and Windows in this article. So if you are looking for such a tool to unlock the DRM
control from protected iTunes media files and convert the DRM‐ed videos to any DRM‐free format as you wish, you can simply refer to the
recommendations below.
These 3 best DRM removing software for iTunes are chosen from a large number of iTunes DRM products according to the performance
and users' feedback. With these top‐leading iTunes DRM media converter, you can be liberated from the restrictions of iTunes DRM videos
and enjoy more fun they bring to you.

Top 1. TunesKit ﴾Mac & Windows﴿
TunesKit iTunes DRM Removal, one of the smartest yet easy‐to‐use iTunes DRM media converter, adopts an unique DRM decrypting
technique to strip DRM off from all movies downloaded from iTunes store. It's available in both Mac and Windows versions. Both programs
are able to bypass DRM protection from iTunes HD M4V rentals or purchases and convert the DRM‐ed video files to common video format,
like MP4 which is supported by various portable devices such as PSP, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Galaxy Note, HTC, Google Nexus, BlackBerry,
Nokia, Kindle, etc.
As the fastest Mac iTunes DRM removal software in the world, TunesKit iTunes DRM Video Converter for Mac works at 20X faster speed
than other iTunes DRM converter to remove DRM from iTunes HD movies and convert DRM M4V to MP4 with 100% original video quality,
subtitle, audio tracks preserved.
Unlike the Mac version which converts iTunes M4V to MP4 format only, TunesKit iTunes DRM M4V Converter for Windows supports
converting iTunes movies to multiple output video and audio formats, including MP4, MOV, AVI, FLV, MPEG, MP3, etc. Besides that, it allows
customized settings such as video bit rate, size, etc.
Pros:

Cons:

1. Remove DRM from both iTunes movie purchases and rentals;

1. Can't crack DRM from other sources except for iTunes store;

2. Retain original subtitles, audio tracks and HD video quality;

2. Can't remove DRM from protected audio files.

3. Convert M4V at 20X superfast speed with intuitive interface.
Availability:
$ 45.95 with free trial
Trial limitation: Only converts the first 10 minutes of each iTunes movie or TV show.
Supported OS: Mac Yosemite, Mavericks, 10.8/Windows 8, Win 7, Vista, XP

Top 2. Aimersoft DRM Media Converter ﴾Windows﴿
Aimersoft DRM Media Converter can be considered as an alternative to TunesKit for Windows if you only need to remove DRM from iTunes
videos. But it would be highly recommended if you like to convert DRM protected videos or audios from other sources such as Windows

Media Center, Zune Marketplace, BBC iPlayer WMV, Xbox Live Store, Amazon Video on Demand, Limewire, uTorrent, FrostWire, etc. This
DRM remover is the most versatile DRM converter to remove DRM and convert almost all types of DRM‐ed videos and audios like M4V,
WMV, ASF, AA, M4A, M4B, M4P, M4R to DRM‐free MP4, MOV, AVI, WAV, MP3, MPEG, etc.
Pros:

Cons:

1. Provide a full DRM solution to all protected videos and audios;

1. Only Windows version supported;

2. High performance with lower price.

2. Random errors occur during conversion.

Availability:
$ 35.95 with free trial
Supported OS: Windows 8, Win 7, Vista, XP

Top 3. Ondesoft iTunes Coverter ﴾Mac﴿
If you need to unlock and convert DRM protected audios on Mac OS X, Ondesoft iTunes Audio Converter is a great choice. This iTunes DRM
Audio Converter lets you easily strip DRM off iTunes music and Audible audiobooks and convert M4P and AA files to MP3, AAC so you can
listen to your purchased audio files on any device you like. Besides, it can also extract audio from iTunes movies and TV shows to common
audio formats including MP3, AAC, AC3, AIFF, FLAC, M4A, M4R and MKA with ID tags retained.
Pros:

Cons:

1. Remove DRM from both iTunes M4P and Audible AA files;

1. Only Mac version supported;

2. Convert DRM audios at 16X fast speed.

2. Can't remove DRM from iTunes movies.

Availability:
$ 39.95 with free trial
Supported OS: Mac Mavericks, 10.8, 10.7, 10.6

Conclusion
It's hard to tell which one is better from these top 3 DRM removal programs reviewed here. Each is worth a try for different purposes. If
you got a large iTunes library of purchased or rented movies and TV shows, TunesKit iTunes DRM Remover ﴾Mac & Windows﴿ is definitely
the most proper tool to help you remove DRM from those iTunes videos and convert them to MP4, MOV, MPEG, AVI formats. But if you
prefer to convert different types of DRM protected videos or audios, Aimersoft DRM Media Converter for Windows can be the best choice.
Or you can turn to Ondesoft iTunes Converter when you only need to convert DRM‐ed iTunes audios or Audible audiobooks to non‐
protected MP3 or AAC on Mac OS X.

Nick Orin is a review writer, software geek and Mac OS enthusiast. He spends all
his free time in searching useful software and gadgets to share with others.
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